GUIDE AND HELPFUL HINTS --- USING THE WAGEWORKS WEBSITE TO FILE CLAIMS
(December, 2020)
To FCA Retirees, Spouses and Surviving Spouses:
This is a Guide to the WageWorks website for FCA retirees, spouses and their survivors
and beneficiaries. The National Chrysler Retirement Organization (NCRO), through
its Insurance Committee, is issuing this Guide to provide help in navigating and using the
WageWorks website for filing for reimbursement of healthcare expenses in retirement.
We understand that about 1/3 of claims are still filed by paper or by fax.
This information does not in any way constitute legal or professional advice, and neither
the NCRO nor its Insurance Committee can or will provide legal advice. If you question
the applicability of some of the benefits or provisions discussed in this Guide, please
contact your lawyer or the respective administrator, such as WageWorks (WW) or Merrill
Lynch (ML).
 As a reminder, the WW phone number is 877 924 3967 and the ML phone number
is 800 483 SAVE (800 483 7283).
 WW website is participant.wageworks.com ML site is www.benefits.ml.com
You may contact the NCRO’s Insurance Committee by emailing InsCom@NCRO.org
Jay Kuhnie, President NCRO

December, 2020
BACKGROUND

FCA has engaged WageWorks since mid-2016 for its non-union retirees to access to submit
claims for reimbursement of eligible healthcare expenses from either or both health care
expense reimbursement accounts the retirees may have (HRA or RHCA). Those accounts are:
 Healthcare Reimbursement Account (HRA) -- FCA has credited HRA amounts since 2007
to retirees, spouses and surviving spouses who are age 65 or older. $1975 is the 2021
maximum for most retirees and surviving spouses and $1750 is the 2021 maximum for
most eligible spouses of retirees. Reimbursements for eligible expenses are tax free.
 Retiree Health Care Account (RHCA) which is held as retiree-directed investments at
Merrill Lynch (ML). The RHCA is a pre-tax health care savings plan to which eligible
employees could have contributed before they retired and whose assets are held and
administered by ML. Not all retirees have an RHCA. Distributions from the RHCA are for
the reimbursement of eligible health care expenses of retirees and eligible spouses and
surviving spouses, and are tax free.
WageWorks has been acquired by a company named HealthEquity, but the NCRO has been told
that this will not affect FCA retirees in the processing of claims and receiving reimbursements.
The name HealthEquity will appear with the WageWorks name online and on forms.
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I. REGISTERING YOUR ACCOUNT ON THE WAGEWORKS WEBSITE:
We recommend using the website address of https://participant.wageworks.com/ (or simply
participant.wageworks.com) because they take you immediately to the login page. This Guide
assumes that you have already created a Login. If not, you WILL REGISTER on this page.

After you click on REGISTER (see above), you will be taken to the page below. Note what you
will need before you go further and the 7 steps that you will need to follow to register.

Then you follow and complete each of the 7 steps in sequence, and then click on each NEXT
arrow after each step is completed to go to the next step.
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II. LOGGING INTO THE WAGEWORKS WEBSITE:
Once you register, you reach the WW website at https://participant.wageworks.com/ or simply
participant.wageworks.com because they take you immediately to the login page. This Guide
assumes that you have already created a Login. If so, you then LOG IN on this page.

NOTE: You may be asked to verify your identification with a PIN sent to you by WW, even after
you have registered. This may happen if you use multiple devices to log in at different times.
Once you log-in, you may see any or all of the following 3 informational screens, in sequence:
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You are able to decide to be reminded later or to not be shown that information again, and to
click on the respective button. You may do this on any or all of the informational screens.
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III. WHAT CAN BE ACCESSED ON WW’S HOMEPAGE (ALSO REFERRED TO
AS ITS “DASHBOARD”)
Behind these reminders is the WageWorks Homepage. On it you can learn or be reminded of
Eligible Expenses that can be reimbursed. There you can click on “Healthcare” and that takes
you to a page where you can click on either the HRA or the RHCA. Expenses that are eligible for
reimbursement are slightly different between them. They both permit reimbursement of the
most common and usually the largest out-of-pocket (OOP) expenses, such as for Medicare and
Medigap/Advantage plan and Part D plan premiums and OOP expenses for doctors, hospitals and
dentists and also for hearing aid or vision or prescription OOP expenses.

On the WageWorks Homepage (Dashboard page), you can also click to SUBMIT A RECEIPT OR
CLAIM. More on that later. In the upper right of that Dashboard Page, you can also click to see
Forms and Docs (Documents). Five different Forms or Docs are currently available for opening.
Here, you can print the WW Claim Form (see next page) if you prefer to complete it and submit
the signed form and all the needed attachments by mail or fax to WW. A paper claim submission
takes longer for WW to process and, therefore longer for a retiree to receive the reimbursement.
If you submit a claim by mailing the form (or faxing) and all the needed support, please do not
forget to sign the last page of the form.
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As you can see above, on that page reached by clicking on FORMS AND DOCS, you can also see
the boxes for access to the links to: for CONTACT US, for SECURITY FEATURES, for TERMS OF
USE (PDF and opens in a new window) and for PRIVACY POLICY (PDF and opens in a new window).
 CONTACT US, takes you to a page with WW’s phone number and the mailing address
 SECURITY FEATURES, provides information and links designed to help you protect your
personal information
 TERMS OF USE (PDF) links via a new window to WW’s detailed terms of its use
 PRIVACY POLICY (PDF) opens a new window and takes you to WW’s Privacy Policy.
On the Homepage (Dashboard page) you will see some links under your name on the upper right
for ALERTS & MESSAGES, PROFILE, HELP, and LOG OUT
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IV. ALERTS AND MESSAGES (also Profile, Help and Log Out) (PLEASE REFER
TO THE ARROW ABOVE ON PAGE 7 FOR THE LOCATION OF THESE LINKS)

Using the drop-down arrow, you can look at Active message and alerts or All Statuses of both.
Note the additional links on the All Statuses link page: You may move your cursor over any of
the 5 informational items listed for additional information.
ALL MESSAGES ACTION ITEMS PROGRAM SPONSOR COMPLIANCE FEATURES SERVICE EMAILS

ALSO THESE ARE LINKS THAT YOU CAN ACCESS:

PROFILE
Use Profile to keep the following updated: Your Email, Mailing Address and Daytime Phone
HELP
Use Help to reach the page that you also reach by clicking on Forms and Docs (shown previously)
and which allows you to access: Eligible Expenses; Eligible Dependents; Forms & Documents;
Contact Us: Security Features; Terms of Use; and Privacy Policy.
LOG OUT
Clicking here will log you out instantly.
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V HOW TO SUBMIT A CLAIM TO WW ONLINE:
If you prefer to file a claim by mailing in a form and the needed support, please follow all the
instructions on the form. Faster and easier for many is to submit using the WW website.
On the WW Homepage (“Dashboard” page), click on the box on the left that says SUBMIT RECEIPT
OR CLAIM which will take you to the following page. Please read the 3 steps to be taken and
have your claim information in hand, including:
 For Services: Your evidence of the service and your evidence of payment (including
evidence that your payment has been accepted by the provider).
 For Premiums: Your evidence of the coverage and its coverage period and your evidence
of payment (including evidence that your payment has been accepted by the insurer).

The screens that you will see next will require that you fill in the needed information:
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You then complete that information into the boxes as illustrated below (Step 1 of 3):

The next TWO visuals are the lower portion of the above online form (still Step 1 of 3)

You also need to direct WW as to from which account you wish the reimbursement to be
made: the HRA or the RHCA, or even from one and then the other if it cannot be reimbursed
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from the first one you list. At the bottom of the above screen, you will see the option to add
another item for this receipt or to be done with the receipts for the claim.

If the receipt that you will be submitting covers more than one expense, then click on the purple
bar “MORE - ADD ANOTHER ITEM FOR THIS RECEIPT”
If the receipt is just for the item entered, then click on the purple bar “ NEXT – NO MORE ITEMS FOR
THIS RECEIPT”

When done entering items, you will be taken to Step 2 – “Review and Submit Claim”:

Read the CERTIFICATION AND AUTHORIZATION. If you agree, click on the arrow that says SUBMIT
CLAIM. Then the claim you are filing will be saved, and you will need to submit your receipt:
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HOW TO SUBMIT YOUR RECEIPT(S) ONLINE:
Here are the 3 alternatives for submitting the receipt. For this Guide, we provide how to do
the 1st choice below: Submit Receipt Online Now. You have 3 choices, or you can be done:
1. Submit an electronic version of your receipt online NOW. Recommended! This is the
fastest way to get your claim processed.
2. Submit an electronic version of your receipt online LATER.
3. DOWNLOAD a claim form to print and send via fax or mail

To Submit receipt Online Now, click on the related bar:
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And then follow the 4 steps of the instructions (a, b, c, and d below):

Then scan the receipt or upload it from another file and add it to the claim, and then click on
“USE THIS FILE” when you are satisfied it is correct. You may need to scan to your computer
and then upload to the WW claim.
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When satisfied, you can then submit the receipt or receipts.

Your successful submission is noted, when done. See the above. CONGRATULATIONS!
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Then, when you return to the WW Homepage (its Dashboard), the submitted claim will be
displayed:

VI HOW TO SUBMIT ONLY A RECEIPT TO WW ONLINE
If you did not have all of the supporting documentation at the time you submitted a claim, do
not submit any receipts then. On the Homepage (Dashboard), you will see the words in red:
Need Receipt for that claim, as below. Click on that outlined box to begin adding the receipt(s):
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Click on that claim box and you will be taken to the screen for the last step of that claim’s
submission (submitting the receipt(s) ): That screen tells you what the receipt(s) must include.

You may then submit the receipt as you would for any other claim online and that claim will be
submitted for processing. On the bottom of the above screen (not shown), click on the NEXT
box. Your next screen will read as blow, and you can click on the ADD RECEIPT FOR THIS CLAIM
box to begin adding the receipt(s) (as on pages 11, 12 and 13 previously)

IMPORTANT: If you initially do not have all the receipts, and want to still submit, then do not
attach any receipts. If you submit any receipts, WW will assume you are submitting all needed
receipts and if they are incomplete, WW will deny the claim, requiring you to submit it AGAIN.
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VII HOW TO CONFIRM YOUR CLAIM SUBMISSION AND STATUS:
If your email address is in your WageWorks profile, you will receive an email confirming that
your claim has been received: (note: a retiree reported recently that he is no longer getting these emails)

Followed a day or 2 later by an email that your claim has been processed, and directing you to
log into your account to check the status: (again, one retiree reported no longer getting these mails.)

NOTE: If you do not get these emails, then just log onto WW to view the status of your claim.
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VIII HOW TO SELECT HOW YOU ARE TO BE REIMBURSED
If you have a balance in your HRA, then the claim will be paid up to that balance. As to how it is
paid, you can specify either receiving a check or receiving a direct deposit to an account of your
choice. On the homepage (Dashboard), choose Profile and then choose Reimbursement
Method. Direct Deposit to one of your accounts is the fastest way to receive the funds.

IX HOW TO CHECK THE STATUS OF A CLAIM
To check or confirm the status of any claim, please click on the small arrow point on the right
of that Claim on your homepage, and the details are shown:
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X HOW TO CHECK THE DETAIL OF A CLAIM
Here is an example of the detail for a claim.
The claim was approved but it was not paid because the HRA balance was $0 at this point.

And this is an example of the detail for another claim that was approved and paid in full.
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XI ADVANCED FEATURES OF THE WW WEBSITE (3 ARE SHOWN FOLLOWING)
ADVANCED FEATURE #1 – Automatic Reimbursement of Medicare Part B Premium
The Insurance Committee encourages all FCA retirees to take full advantage of their
reimbursement opportunities from the HRA and the RHCA. One way, and the most simple, is to
receive automatic monthly reimbursement from the HRA of your and your spouse’s Medicare
Part B premium. WW does that for many retirees, but does do it automatically on your reaching
65. If you are NOT getting this automatically from your HRA, and want to, here is how:

On the WW Homepage (Dashboard), click on the HRA Box, and on the resulting NEXT page, click
on the PROGRAM OPTIONS box in the left column.
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You will be taken to this screen, where you can turn ON the AUTOMATIC HEALTH PLAN CLAIMS
BUTTON:

NOTE: The Insurance Committee understands from WW that certain other premium expenses
can also be automatically reimbursed by WW, but they may only be for certain insurers and may
be only those brokered by ViaBenefits. This is because Benefit Connect and ViaBenefits are
affiliated and both are also affiliated with WageWorks.

ADVANCED FEATURE #2 – How to download claims and payments history
On the WW Homepage (Dashboard), click on CLAIMS & ACTIVITY and on the resulting page, you
will see a button on the left side that allows you to DOWNLOAD TRANSACTIONS:
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You may download your historical transactions on the WW site, for example, to an
Excel Format (downloading to a CSV format is also an option)

Choose claims
or Payments, or
choose Account
Activity to
display both

IMPORTANT TO KNOW: The WW site only contains claims data since WW became the
administrator of the HRA, in mid-2016.

The screenprint on the next page is of an Excel Chart which displays the 2020 payment activity of
one retiree’s HRA. The married retiree was provided with an HRA amount of $3725 which was
fully disbursed to the retiree shortly after January 1, 2020 because he/she had submitted claims
in 2019 and prior years which could not be reimbursed because those claims had exceeded
his/her HRA amounts from FCA in those years.
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CLAIMS
PAID

HRA
CLAIMcS
Also, after clicking CLAIMS & ACTIVITY, you can modify what is displayed by clicking on the
options near the top of the page: Show only CLAIMS or PAYMENTS, or display both (page 21).
You may also choose to “hide” and even then “unhide” individual claims or payments from
being displayed. To “unhide” a claim is to reverse a previously “hidden” claim.
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ADVANCED FEATURE #3 – How to search for a particular claim or category of claims
On the page you go to after clicking on CLAIMS & ACTIVITY, click on the MORE/SEARCH button
at the top of that new page (see page 23). You will see the following and can select the search
criteria, by TYPE, STATUS and DATES: (NOTE: this search is not perfect. The author of this Guide set it to
show unpaid approved claims but the display included paid claims. The Insurance Committee has advised FCA)

Your NCRO and its Insurance Committee hope that this GUIDE is helpful for our
Members and families. We know submitting claims online can be intimidating. This
Guide has not been prepared by FCA or WageWorks. It is based on the Insurance
Committee’s own experiences with claims filing, as of the date of publication.
NCRO and its Insurance Committee make no warranty of any kind regarding this
information and are not liable or responsible for any losses or damages that may
be sustained due to reliance on this information.
We understand that about 1/3 of claims are still filed with paper. Hopefully, this Guide will
encourage members and / or their families to navigate and use the WageWorks website
and to consider using it for online claims filing, because it results in faster filing and
quicker reimbursements. It also keeps an online record of your claims and the supporting
documents of the services and premiums you submitted to be reimbursed for.
Remember that for the most effective and efficient filing, first have automatic
reimbursement of your Medicare Part B Premiums. Then, file for your large dollar
amounts of expenses, like Insurance Premiums. Typically, the HRA amounts by FCA
cover only a part (sometimes a small part) of the retiree’s or family’s total annual eligible
expenses. From the Insurance Committee. Contact us at InsCom@NCRO.org (Dec, 2020)
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